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MINISTER CHAN CHUN SING LAUNCHES “RETIRE WITH A PURPOSE” INITIATIVE
TO RECRUIT MORE SENIOR VOLUNTEERS TO SERVE THE COMMUNITY

Singapore, 9 September 2017 – To encourage more seniors to serve the community, a
senior volunteer organisation has launched the first pre-retirement initiative in Singapore,
targeted at employees who are 45 and above.
Titled “Retire with a Purpose”, the pre-retirement initiative is developed by non-profit
organisation RSVP Singapore, where they will collaborate with organisations to support
a policy of volunteerism and community engagement in the workplace. Over a fivemonth period, mature employees who are interested in retirement planning and
supporting community causes will be introduced to a structured volunteering journey
based on their interests, time commitment, and goals.
The initiative was launched by Minister in the Prime Minister’s Office Chan Chun Sing
during RSVP Singapore’s National Senior Volunteer Month (NSVM) opening ceremony
on 9 September at ITE College Central. It was launched in front of a crowd of 1,500,
comprising representatives from corporations, government agencies and other nonprofits.
“Senior volunteers can contribute their time and talent to help build a more caring and
cohesive society, just like every Singaporean. I’m happy that RSVP Singapore is looking
to promote senior volunteerism by working with organisations to expose our mature
workers

to

volunteering

opportunities

through

structured

programmes.

Such

programmes would give them a sense of mission and empowerment,” Mr Chan said.
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Mr Chan was the Guest-of-Honour for the NSVM 2017 opening ceremony. NSVM, which
is in its third year, aims to promote volunteerism among seniors nationwide. The annual
event serves as the largest volunteer recruitment drive in a single location for RSVP
Singapore and provides a similar platform for its partnering VWOs and agencies.
Previous GOHs for NSVM opening ceremonies were President Tony Tan and Dr Koh
Poh Koon.
“Every NSVM we will launch a new initiative which RSVP Singapore will embark on. This
year, I’m proud to launch Retire with a Purpose. Retirement need not be uncertain,
rather, it should be planned and it should contain purpose. Helping others kindles
happiness, as many studies have demonstrated. Even back in 2008, researchers at the
London School of Economics found that the more people volunteered, the happier they
were,” said Mr Koh Juay Meng, President of RSVP Singapore.
The opening ceremony also featured the launch of the organisation’s first cookbook “The
RSVP Cookbook” – a collection of recipes from over 30 contributors and curated by its
senior volunteers. The recipe contributors comprised volunteers from the organisation
and certain VIPs. Notable contributors included Dr Amy Khor, the Danish Ambassador to
Singapore and the spouses of the EU, Turkish, Chilean, and Angolan ambassador to
Singapore.
Also featured during the ceremony was “Cycle with a Purpose”, where 7 seniors, aged
56 to 70, cycled 400km from Singapore to Batu Pahat and back to prove that age is not
a hindrance to seniors accomplishing physical feats. The cycling expedition was also
another of RSVP Singapore’s fundraising initiative. All proceeds will go to RSVP
Singapore to fund its services, which empower senior volunteers to serve the community
and help the less privileged.

Organisations who wish to partner RSVP Singapore for the Retire with a Purpose
initiative or to support The RSVP Cookbook and Cycle with a Purpose may contact the
organisation at 6259 0802 or general@rsvp.org.sg.
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For media enquiries, please contact:
Ms Nur Rashidah Khalid
Assistant Manager, Corporate & Marketing Communications
Mobile: 6485 6124
Email: rashidah@rsvp.org.sg
Ms Neo Hong Hong
Senior Manager, Corporate Partnership & Fund Development and Corporate
Communications
Mobile: 6485 6105
Email: honghongneo@rsvp.org.sg
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Annex A

About RSVP Singapore
RSVP Singapore – The Organisation of Senior Volunteers is a non-profit organisation
and an Institution of Public Character that was started in 1998. Since its inception, RSVP
Singapore has been actively engaging seniors in purpose-driven volunteerism. Through
impactful community service programmes, we serve more than 150,000 beneficiaries
each year. These include the mentally disadvantaged, at-risk children from low income
families and socially isolated seniors. Our programmes are designed to support and
empower our members to embody our core values of lifelong learning, active ageing,
integrity, sharing experience and service.

About National Senior Volunteer Month

RSVP is organising the third run of National Senior Volunteer Month (NSVM) on 9
September 2017. The objective of NSVM is to promote volunteerism among seniors
nationwide and it will be a recruitment drive for RSVP as well as partnering VWOs and
agencies.

NSVM 2017 will be its largest volunteer outreach at a single location for this year,
targeting a turnout of 2,000 for the opening ceremony which will be open to the public. It
will be collaborating with agencies and corporates to encourage their mature employees
to attend and sign up as volunteers. It also hopes to inspire intergenerational
volunteering, family volunteerism and staff volunteerism by adopting an all-inclusive
approach – regardless of gender, age and nationality.

At least 30 unique volunteering opportunities will take place over three months from
August to October. More than 1,500 volunteers will serve different beneficiary segments
of the less privileged in the society.
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Annex B

Programme for NSVM Opening Ceremony 2017
Morning Programme
Time
8.45am

Activity
Arrival of guests and participants

9.30am

Warm up Exercise

9.45am

Performance by RSVP Seniors

10.00am

Arrival of Guest-of-Honour Minister Chan Chun Sing

10.05am

Drum Performance by Ding Yi Music Company

10.15am

Welcome Address by RSVP President Koh Juay Meng

10.25am

Short Address by Guest-of-Honour

10.30am

Launch of Retire with a Purpose Initiative

10.35am

45-min Panel Discussion on “Encouraging Mature Workers to
Embrace Volunteering upon their Retirement ”

11.30am

Entertainment by Musician Mr Sin Jin How and The Flute Academy
& Performances

12.00pm

Lunch Reception for Invited Guests

12.001.00pm

Live Performances by RSVP Ukelele Activity Circle and Cactus
Rose (Faith Music Centre)
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Afternoon Programme
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7

8
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Annex C

About The RSVP Cookbook

The RSVP Cookbook, produced by RSVP Singapore - The Organisation of Senior
Volunteers, is a collection of culinary treasures contributed by its volunteers, many of
whom are from the Pioneer Generation, and invited guest contributors. There are 66
recipes from 31 contributors. The recipe contributors comprise volunteers from the
organisation and certain VIPs. Notable contributors include Dr Amy Khor, the Danish
Ambassador to Singapore and the spouses of the EU, Turkish, Chilean, and Angolan
ambassador to Singapore.

These treasured recipes are put to print for posterity - to pass down to the next and
future generations.

This Cookbook also represents the work of RSVP volunteers from conceptualising,
writing, photographing through to the cooking of the varied dishes for photography. It is a
manifestation of the many talents that RSVP volunteers have, irrespective of age.

The Cookbook will be launched during the opening ceremony of NSVM 2017, and will be
on sale to the public at $20 per book. All proceeds will go to RSVP Singapore to fund its
services, which empower senior volunteers to serve the community and help the less
privileged.
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Annex D

About Cycle with a Purpose

A group of 7 senior cyclists representing RSVP Singapore will cycle from Singapore to
Batu Pahat and back (400km) from 5 to 9 September. These 7 cyclists have a mean age
of 56. The oldest rider is 70-year-old Mr Cyril Ong – RSVP’s board member and an
active volunteer. The group is carrying out “Cycle with a Purpose” to prove that seniors
can go beyond their boundaries and inspire fellow seniors to lead an active and
purposeful life.
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